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Bund:  Further acceleration above 165.00 yesterday and subsequently through 165.28/30 resistance removes a very key area for the Bund to now progress
higher. We will need to maintain consecutive closes above 165.00 in order to confirm the recent breakout, which of course hangs in the balance ahead of
today's ECB meeting. 166.62 our initial upside target to monitor which isn't far.07/09 Dec contract now in focus, with recent volatility tasking us clear of
165.00 resistance (168.00 in Sep), which has been the stumbling block all Summer. Our Short Term profile long position is back on through 164.72 yesterday
following weaker manufacturing data from the US, and flat GDP data in Europe.
01/09 Decline in Bunds post 16.00 pm from 167.70 to 167.30 took our Short Term profile long out, stopping for a minor 25 tick loss. Price action seemingly
month-end related, with equities turning softer into the settlement aswell. Medium and Long Term longs remain bullish, with stops some distance below.

WhiteSpace1
30yr:  The rally has once again stalled against 171-00 resistance, failing to carry momentum through the 171-16 high printed yesterday. As with the European
longer end, we will need to consecutive closes above this area in order to confirm a break. We saw multiple tests and subsequent failures of the 172-00 area
in early August, so naturally that's our initial target from here. FoxCURVE remains bullish on the Medium and Long Term profiles.07/09 Big level being tested
at 171-00 again, back into resistance following yesterday's squeeze higher, again the market wedged at the top of recent range.
02/09 Short Term shorts just about managed to avoid their 170-24 stop level, as Gross reiterated his call for two Fed hikes ahead of March 2016. The long
bond has been a little more subdued in recent sessions, likely ahead of Friday's NFP data which is of course key ahead of the September Fed meeting.
Volume resistance has built into the 171-00 level (Dec) as a marker / short term resistance.

WhiteSpace1
10yr:  07/09 The TY rally takes the contract into 50 DMA resistance at 131-16. Potential here for a break higher to 131-29 ahead of the 132-05 August highs.
02/09 Yesterday's price action confirmed a down-trending formation in recent weeks, albeit it relatively minor it must be said. Some near-term resistance
forming at the 131-15/16 level, again with support at 130-15/16 given the recent narrow ranges for the Dec contract. We have a sole Short Term short that
we're running with from 131-08, in keeping with it's 30-Year counterpart. Still not quite confirmed whether treasuries have meaningfully turned lower yet or
not.31/08 Focus once again switches to the Dec contract, providing us with a sole Short Term TY short from 131-08. Stops working at 131-24, target 129-07.
26/08 The 132-00 level remains the magnet for TY, as the market continues to tread either side of here. Expect it will eventually prove pivotal when the market
finally breaks from here. A near 8-tick range for the contract this week. Relatively unperturbed by hawkish comments from George and Kaplan overnight.
24/08 50 DMA now turns as resistance at 132-14, ahead of the range target above at 133. Volumes remain awful, as Short Term profile turns bearish at 132-07.

WhiteSpace1
Gilt:  Carney confirms recession risk has receded with data stronger than the BOE had forecast, though does  leaves the door open for further rate cuts at
yesterday's Treasury Select Committee. Gilt futures did drift lower towards 131.00 psychological support, though have found some volume to lean on and
halt the drop. We continue to look for a bounce back towards the 132.00 area in order to book some profit.07/09  Gilt futures dropped sharply after the BOE
buys only half of the bonds in the eligible bucket at mixed levels between 0.25bps premium and 0.3bps discount - previous operation saw the Bank buying at
an average of of 2.2bps premium. The roll into Dec seems to have balanced the Short Term profile long at first glance, however on close inspection the exact
target does still remain intact at 131.97. August highs traded 131.83 and 87.
02/09 Month-end related decline in Gilts from 132.90 down to 132.50, seemingly having tracked the shift in European bonds. Continue comfortably with
longs.

WhiteSpace1
BTP:  Yesterday we saw some significant buying in the BTP from both real and fast money accounts following the exchange auction. Futures levels have
rallied back to just shy of the August highs at 146.50, paving the way for a shift through to 149.43. Bulls once again regaining control.07/09 Goldman claim
sharp BTP widening is 'unlikely' even on an Italian referendum 'no vote', assigning a 40% probability to the constitutional reforms being rejected. With a low
likelihood of early elections even if the ‘No’ camp wins, and with Bank of Italy buying bonds, GS doesn’t see scope for a material widening in BTP spreads. In
terms of technicals and trading, psychological resistance and the upper end of the Summer range at 144.00 has been breached. The market continues to
trend higher towards our 149.43 target after the August 148.49 highs. In terms of Fib retracement support, note 144.11 and 142.65.
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Security
Long Term Curve

Entry Stop Target Bias

Medium Term Curve

Entry Stop Target Bias

Short Term Curve

Entry Stop Target Bias

RX1 Comdty 159.81 158.14 169.47 Bullish 164.72 161.94 171.67 Bullish 164.72 164.47 166.62 Bullish

US1 Comdty 170-12 167-00 182-21 Bullish 170-12 167-08 182-06 Bullish 170-12 170-24 Neutral

TY1 Comdty 129-11 130-04 Neutral 131-08 130-20½ 134-15 Bullish 131-08 131-24 Neutral

G 1 Comdty 121.47 124.02 Neutral 128.57 125.72 137.57 Bullish 128.57 128.52 131.97 Bullish

IK1 Comdty 137.83 139.38 Neutral 137.83 139.63 Neutral 142.03 139.63 149.43 Bullish

Bond Futures
Thursday, 8th Sep 2016



RX1 Comdty 4 Dec 2015 26 Apr 2016 24 Jun 2016

Bias Bullish Bullish Bullish

Target 169.47 171.67 166.62

Entry Trigger 159.81 164.72 164.72

Last 165.52 165.52 165.52

Stop 158.14 161.94 164.47

Balance Point 159.46 163.51 164.27

Skew 1.12 1.14 0.25

Period Open 150.65 158.48 165.76

Period Close 165.52 165.52 165.52

Absolute Max 166.12 166.12 166.12

Absolute Min 150.14 157.72 162.77

Act Balance 38996/49292 5730/33190 5661/15285

Bund: Further acceleration above 165.00 yesterday and subsequently
through 165.28/30 resistance removes a very key area for the Bund to now
progress higher. We will need to maintain consecutive closes above 165.00
in order to confirm the recent breakout, which of course hangs in the
balance ahead of today's ECB meeting. 166.62 our initial upside target to
monitor which isn't far.

07/09 Dec contract now in focus, with recent volatility tasking us clear of
165.00 resistance (168.00 in Sep), which has been the stumbling block all
Summer. Our Short Term profile long position is back on through 164.72
yesterday following weaker manufacturing data from the US, and flat GDP
data in Europe.
01/09 Decline in Bunds post 16.00 pm from 167.70 to 167.30 took our Short
Term profile long out, stopping for a minor 25 tick loss. Price action
seemingly month-end related, with equities turning softer into the
settlement aswell. Medium and Long Term longs remain bullish, with stops
some distance below.

EURO-BUND FUTURE  Dec16
Thursday, 8th Sep 2016



US1 Comdty 11 Feb 2016 27 Apr 2016 24 Jun 2016

Bias Bullish Bullish Neutral

Target 182-21 182-06

Entry Trigger 170-12 170-12 170-12

Last 170-28 170-28 170-28

Stop 167-00 167-08 170-24

Balance Point 163-20 169-28 170-25

Skew 0.641114 1.719049 1.197997

Period Open 163-19 158-23 166

Period Close 170-28 170-28 170-28

Absolute Max 175-29 175-29 175-29

Absolute Min 158-04 158-19 165-19

Act Balance 23261/71417 23261/34531 23285/11753

30yr: The rally has once again stalled against 171-00
resistance, failing to carry momentum through the 171-16
high printed yesterday. As with the European longer end,
we will need to consecutive closes above this area in order
to confirm a break. We saw multiple tests and subsequent
failures of the 172-00 area in early August, so naturally
that's our initial target from here. FoxCURVE remains
bullish on the Medium and Long Term profiles.

07/09 Big level being tested at 171-00 again, back into
resistance following yesterday's squeeze higher, again the
market wedged at the top of recent range.
02/09 Short Term shorts just about managed to avoid their
170-24 stop level, as Gross reiterated his call for two Fed
hikes ahead of March 2016. The long bond has been a little
more subdued in recent sessions, likely ahead of Friday's
NFP data which is of course key ahead of the September
Fed meeting. Volume resistance has built into the 171-00
level (Dec) as a marker / short term resistance.

US LONG BOND(CBT) Dec16
Thursday, 8th Sep 2016



TY1 Comdty 11 Feb 2016 26 Apr 2016 24 Jun 2016

Bias Neutral Bullish Neutral

Target 134-15

Entry Trigger 129-11 131-08 131-08

Last 131-12 131-12 131-12

Stop 130-04 130-20½ 131-24

Balance Point 129-28 131-01 131-13

Skew 0.533784 1.180139 0.548848

Period Open 130-10 128-09½ 130-13

Period Close 131-12 131-12 131-12

Absolute Max 133-08½ 133-08½ 133-08½

Absolute Min 126-31½ 128 130-07½

Act Balance 82153/41031 30793/45271 30244/15162

10yr: 07/09 The TY rally takes the contract into 50 DMA
resistance at 131-16. Potential here for a break higher to
131-29 ahead of the 132-05 August highs.
02/09 Yesterday's price action confirmed a down-trending
formation in recent weeks, albeit it relatively minor it must
be said. Some near-term resistance forming at the 131-
15/16 level, again with support at 130-15/16 given the
recent narrow ranges for the Dec contract. We have a sole
Short Term short that we're running with from 131-08, in
keeping with it's 30-Year counterpart. Still not quite
confirmed whether treasuries have meaningfully turned
lower yet or not.

31/08 Focus once again switches to the Dec contract,
providing us with a sole Short Term TY short from 131-08.
Stops working at 131-24, target 129-07.
26/08 The 132-00 level remains the magnet for TY, as the
market continues to tread either side of here. Expect it will
eventually prove pivotal when the market finally breaks
from here. A near 8-tick range for the contract this week.
Relatively unperturbed by hawkish comments from George
and Kaplan overnight.
24/08 50 DMA now turns as resistance at 132-14, ahead of
the range target above at 133. Volumes remain awful, as
Short Term profile turns bearish at 132-07.

US 10YR NOTE (CBT)Dec16
Thursday, 8th Sep 2016



G 1 Comdty 30 Dec 2015 7 Apr 2016 24 Jun 2016

Bias Neutral Bullish Bullish

Target 137.57 131.97

Entry Trigger 121.47 128.57 128.57

Last 131.07 131.07 131.07

Stop 124.02 125.72 128.52

Balance Point 121.77 126.77 129.07

Skew 2.06 1.40 1.34

Period Open 116.78 122.11 125.92

Period Close 131.07 131.07 131.07

Absolute Max 131.87 131.87 131.87

Absolute Min 116.11 119.52 125.16

Act Balance 12476/7110 4242/7146 4245/1801

Gilt: Carney confirms recession risk has receded with data stronger than the BOE had

forecast, though does  leaves the door open for further rate cuts at yesterday's Treasury

Select Committee. Gilt futures did drift lower towards 131.00 psychological support,

though have found some volume to lean on and halt the drop. We continue to look for a

bounce back towards the 132.00 area in order to book some profit.

07/09  Gilt futures dropped sharply after the BOE buys only half of the bonds in the

eligible bucket at mixed levels between 0.25bps premium and 0.3bps discount - previous

operation saw the Bank buying at an average of of 2.2bps premium. The roll into Dec

seems to have balanced the Short Term profile long at first glance, however on close

inspection the exact target does still remain intact at 131.97. August highs traded 131.83

and 87.

02/09 Month-end related decline in Gilts from 132.90 down to 132.50, seemingly having

tracked the shift in European bonds. Continue comfortably with longs.

LONG GILT FUTURE  Dec16
Thursday, 8th Sep 2016



IK1 Comdty 9 Feb 2016 30 Mar 2016 24 Jun 2016

Bias Neutral Neutral Bullish

Target 149.43

Entry Trigger 137.83 137.83 142.03

Last 144.37 144.37 144.37

Stop 139.38 139.63 139.63

Balance Point 138.83 139.33 142.13

Skew 1.03 0.59 1.59

Period Open 134.48 140.08 135.65

Period Close 144.37 144.37 144.37

Absolute Max 144.63 144.63 144.63

Absolute Min 134.05 134.60 134.60

Act Balance 10298/3450 8423/1317 2638/1716

BTP: Yesterday we saw some significant buying in the BTP from both real and fast

money accounts following the exchange auction. Futures levels have rallied back to just

shy of the August highs at 146.50, paving the way for a shift through to 149.43. Bulls

once again regaining control.

07/09 Goldman claim sharp BTP widening is 'unlikely' even on an Italian referendum 'no

vote', assigning a 40% probability to the constitutional reforms being rejected. With a low

likelihood of early elections even if the ‘No’ camp wins, and with Bank of Italy buying

bonds, GS doesn’t see scope for a material widening in BTP spreads. In terms of

technicals and trading, psychological resistance and the upper end of the Summer range

at 144.00 has been breached. The market continues to trend higher towards our 149.43

target after the August 148.49 highs. In terms of Fib retracement support, note 144.11

and 142.65.

Euro-BTP Future   Dec16
Thursday, 8th Sep 2016


